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Abstract

Electrocatalysis technologies including proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells

can help shape the sustainable energy future, in which PEM fuel cells provide versa-

tile stationary and portable power solutions. However, one key factor limiting their

widespread commercialization are high costs for large Platinum (Pt) loadings, which

are required to catalyze the sluggish oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the fuel cell

cathode. Thus, it is of great interest to enhance the catalyst activity with respect to

the Pt mass.

In this thesis, we capitalize on data-driven design to propose new Pt catalysts with

enhanced mass activities toward the ORR. We link experimental data with results

from density functional theory (DFT) on Pt-based ORR catalysts to build a compu-

tational model, which predicts mass activities in good agreement with experiments.

Beyond thitherto available experiments, highest mass activities are predicted for pure

Pt nanoparticles with 1, 2, and 3 nm size.

In interdisciplinary collaborations, we accomplished synthesis of the proposed

1 nm sized pure Pt nanoparticles using a metal-organic framework. The measured

mass activities of 0.87±0.14 A mg−1
Pt coincide with the computational predictions

(0.99 A mg−1
Pt ) and double the mass activity of current commercial Pt/C electrocat-

alysts.

The herein observed theoretical limit, that pure Pt nanoparticles with sphere-like

shapes are limited to ca 2 A mg−1
Pt in mass activity, substantiates the high demand

for shape and size engineering toward further enhanced mass activities. We present

a computational framework for high-throughput screenings to tailor electrocatalyst

shapes and sizes toward optimized mass activities. The tailored electrocatalysts show

high predicted mass activities of up to 4.28 A mg−1
Pt , which corresponds to 7.8-fold

enhancement over Tanaka commercial Pt/C catalysts. The high activities originate

from numerous active sites, which are arranged in a side-by-side formation at concave

kinks of the nanostructure.

In core-shell nanoparticles, the catalysis is driven on active Pt shells, but cheaper

and more abundant metals at the core limit the precious Pt loading. We present a

machine learning framework for strain prediction on core-shell nanoparticles. Ma-

chine learning predictions are linked with the aforementioned computational model

to forecast mass activities of core-shell nanoparticles. We show that optimal strain

degrees, which enhance mass activities, depend on the nanoparticle size. Large com-

pressive strains on Pt@Cu and Pt@Ni result in optimal mass activities of up to 2.2

A mg−1
Pt at 1.94 nm nanoparticle size. Weaker compressive strains on Pt@Ag and

Pt@Au induce similar high mass activities at 2.83 nm. Thus, we propose core-shell

nanoparticles with various metal compositions, which are up to 4 times more active

than commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts.
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Zusammenfassung

Elektrokatalyse-Technologien, einschließlich Protonenaustauschmembran-Brennstoff-

zellen (PEM-Brennstoffzellen), können maßgeblich zur nachhaltigen Energiezukunft

beitragen. PEM-Brennstoffzellen bieten hierfür vielseitige stationäre und mobile

Stromversorgungslösungen. Ein Schlüsselfaktor, der deren weit verbreitete Kom-

merzialisierung einschränkt, sind die hohen Kosten für große Mengen Platin (Pt),

welche für die Katalyse der Sauerstoffreduktion (ORR) an der Brennstoffzellenkath-

ode benötigt werden. Daher ist es von großem Interesse, die Katalysatoraktivität

relativ zur benötigten Pt-Menge zu verbessern.

In dieser Arbeit nutzen wir datenbasiertes Design, um neue Pt-Katalysatoren

mit verbesserten Massenaktivitäten für die ORR zu entwickeln. Wir verknüpfen

experimentelle Daten mit Ergebnissen der Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT) für Pt-

Katalysatoren der ORR, um ein Computermodell zu erstellen, das Massenaktivitäten

in guter Übereinstimmung mit Experimenten vorhersagt. Über die bis dahin verfüg-

baren Experimente hinaus werden für reine Pt-Nanopartikel mit einer Größe von 1,

2 und 3 nm die höchsten Massenaktivitäten prognostiziert.

In interdisziplinären Kooperationen haben wir die Synthese der vorgeschlage-

nen Pt-Nanopartikel mit einer Größe von 1 nm unter Verwendung eines metallor-

ganischen Gerüsts (MOF) durchgeführt. Die gemessenen Massenaktivitäten von

0,87 ± 0,14 A mg−1
Pt stimmen mit der computergestützten Prognose (0,99 A mg−1

Pt )

überein und verdoppeln die Massenaktivität von derzeitigen kommerziellen Pt/C-

Elektrokatalysatoren.

Das hier beobachtete theoretische Limit, dass reine Pt-Nanopartikel mit sphä-

rischer Form eine Massenaktivität von maximal ca. 2 A mg−1
Pt aufweisen, untermauert

die hohe Nachfrage nach Katalysatoren mit maßgeschneiderten Formen und Größen,

die weiter verbesserte Massenaktivitäten aufweisen. Wir präsentieren ein comput-

ergestütztes Modell für Hochdurchsatz-Screenings, um die Formen und Größen von

Elektrokatalysatoren hin zu bestmöglichen Massenaktivitäten zu optimieren. Die

maßgeschneiderten Elektrokatalysatoren weisen hohe prognostizierte Massenaktivitä-

ten von bis zu 4,28 A mg−1
Pt auf, was einer 7,8-fachen Verbesserung gegenüber derzeiti-

gen kommerziellen Pt/C-Katalysatoren von Tanaka entspricht. Die hohen Aktivitäten

sind auf zahlreiche aktive Zentren zurückzuführen, die an konkaven Einbuchtungen

der Nanostruktur nebeneinander angeordnet sind. In Kern-Schale-Nanopartikeln

geschieht die Katalyse auf aktiven Pt-Schalen, wobei der Kern aus wirtschaftlich

günstigeren und häufiger vorkommenden Metallen besteht, um den kostspieligen Pt-

Anteil zu beschränken. Wir konstruieren Modelle des maschinellen Lernens zur Prog-

nose von atomaren Dehnungen und Kompressionen in Kern-Schale-Nanopartikeln.

Die Prognosen des maschinellen Lernens werden mit dem oben genannten Com-



x

putermodell verknüpft, um Massenaktivitäten von Kern-Schale-Nanopartikeln vor-

herzusagen. Wir zeigen, dass optimale Dehnungs- oder Kompressionsgrade, welche

die Massenaktivitäten verbessern, von der Nanopartikelgröße abhängen. Starke Kom-

pressionen in Pt@Cu und Pt@Ni führen zu optimalen Massenaktivitäten von bis zu

2,2 A mg−1
Pt bei einer Nanopartikelgröße von 1,94 nm. Die schwächeren Kompres-

sionen in Pt@Ag und Pt@Au induzieren ähnlich hohe Massenaktivitäten bei 2,83

nm. Die vorgeschlagenen Kern-Schale-Nanopartikel mit verschiedenen Metallzusam-

mensetzungen sind somit bis zu viermal aktiver als derzeitige kommerzielle Pt/C-

Elektrokatalysatoren.
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1 Introduction

This thesis is a publication-based dissertation, which therefore stands as

complement to the overall scientific outcome from the articles already pub-

lished in international scientific journals. The Introduction expounds the

motivation of the work in context with previous scientific contributions on

electrochemical technologies for a sustainable energy future. The Methods

section provides concepts and tools, which have been developed and applied

on solving the scientific challenges. Article summaries and a cross-article

discussion explicate how the combined results from this work have been con-

tributing to scientific progress in the associated research field.

Electrocatalytic technologies attract unprecedented attention to transform the energy

landscape in power supply, chemical and manufacturing industries, and transporta-

tion.1 Using electricity from renewable sources, emerging Power-To-X technologies

catalyze pervasive resources into valuable feedstocks, which can substitute their pro-

duction from fossil fuels (see Figure 1.1). For instance, electrocatalysts drive the

reduction of CO2 to feedstocks like CO, methanol, and hydrocarbons.2–12 Water

electrolyzers produce H2 and O2 by hydrogen (HER) and oxygen evolution reactions

(OER)13–16 as a clean alternative to methane steam reforming.17 Catalyzed hydro-

carbons are important feedstocks in plastics production or synthetic fuels for com-

bustion engines.18–20 Syngas composed of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon

dioxide is inevitable for a variety of chemical processes including industrial synthesis

of methanol. Hydrogen allows carbon-free reduction of iron oxides in iron and steel

production, which makes up some percent of the direct global CO2 emissions from

fossil fuels.21 Combining water electrolyzers with proton exchange-membrane (PEM)

fuel cells can bridge the gap between excesses and shortages in renewable power sup-

ply: Water electrolyzers compensate power excesses by H2 and O2 production. PEM

fuel cells reconvert stored hydrogen22 to electricity by anodic hydrogen oxidation and

cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).

However, widespread commercialization of water electrolyzers and PEM fuel cells

are hindered by high costs and scarcity of precious metals, which catalyze the sluggish

kinetics of OER and ORR.13,23 In CO2 electroreduction, limited Faradaic efficiencies

impair the selectivities of catalyzed feedstocks.20,24–26 Thus, new catalysts fitted

to chemistry can enhance activities and selectivities to drive the sustainable energy

future.1 In this thesis, tailoring Pt catalysts by data-driven design is the strategy

pursued to translate ORR requirements into catalyst design solutions.
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Synthetic Fuels
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Figure 1.1: Sustainable energy future

Like in PEM fuel cells, hydrogen is the energy carrier in several types of fuel

cells such as alkaline fuel cells, solid oxide fuel cells, molten carbonate fuel cells,

and phosphoric acid fuel cells.27 Their diversity in operating temperatures and elec-

trolyte/membrane material properties provides widespread stationary and portable

power applications. PEM fuel cells stand out in power density, compact structure,

and their large application range.28

At the anode side of PEM fuel cells, hydrogen is oxidized into protons and elec-

trons (see Figure 1.2) given by

2H2(g) → 4H+ + 4e− , (1.1)

for which currently Pt is the prevalent catalyst. By definition, hydrogen oxidation has

zero standard potential versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). The ionomer

in the PEM conducts protons from anode to cathode. Electrons take the path from

anode across the consumer load to the cathode. The ORR at the cathode converts

protons, electrons, and oxygen into water,

O2(g) + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2O(l) , (1.2)

at 1.23 V standard potential versus RHE. Therefore, the two half-reactions result in

the overall PEM fuel cell reaction

O2(g) + 2H2(g) → 2H2O (1.3)

at 1.23 V standard potential.

Since the four-electron transfer ORR is many times slower than hydrogen ox-

idation reaction with two-electron transfers, the ORR limits the fuel cell perfor-

mance.29,30 Besides cell durability,31,32 increasing the ORR performance is there-

fore the major challenge toward viable economic commercialization of PEM fuel cells.
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Figure 1.2: Proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell

More specifically, only Pt-based electrocatalysts have shown appropriate ORR activ-

ity and stability.1,33 Regarding high costs and scarcity of Pt, it is decisive to enhance

the catalyst activity with respect to the Pt mass. The US Department of Energy

(DOE) has defined the mass activity target for 2020 at 0.44 A/mgPMG , which is given

in terms of the platinum group metal mass mgPMG in PEM fuel cells at 0.9 V cell

potential.34,35 At cell potentials below 0.9 V, high power densities of 0.125 mgPMG/W

are the US DOE’s target.34,35

It has been proposed that the four-electron transfer ORR is catalyzed via hydroxyl

and peroxyl intermediates in the elementary steps36

O2 + ∗ → ∗O2

∗O2 + (H+ + e−) → ∗OOH

∗OOH + (H+ + e−) → H2O + ∗O

∗O + (H+ + e−) → ∗OH

∗OH + (H+ + e−) → H2O ,

(1.4)

where ∗ denotes species adsorbed on the catalyst surface. With regard to Sabatier’s

principle, the ORR activity is chiefly controlled by adsorption energies of the reac-

tion intermediates.36–38 More precisely, numerous experimental studies on pure Pt

and Pt-alloy electrocatalysts revealed that weakening the ∗OH adsorption energies by

0.1-0.15 eV relative to Pt(111) leads to enhanced catalytic activities.39–43

Adsorption energies of reaction intermediates are sensitively controlled not only by
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the catalyst material, but also by the electrolyte,44 catalyst nanostructure,41,43,45–48

and the type of carbon support.49 Pt high-index planes have active sites near surface

steps,50 which enhance the activity over Pt(111).51–54 Meso-structured Pt thin-films

have shown improved activities at similar stabilities compared to ETEK commercial

Pt/C catalysts.55 On Pt nanoparticles, highest activities have been oberserved for

nanoparticle sizes around 3 nm.40,56–58

In the last decade, record mass activities have been reported on nanostructured

Pt-alloy electrocatalysts.33,59,60 Low index surfaces Pt3Ni(111), Pt3Ni(100), and

Pt3Ni(110) have highly improved activities relative to their Pt(111), Pt(100), and

Pt(110) equivalents.61 This stimulated seminal studies on PtNi octahedra62,63 and

PtNi nanoframes,64 which demonstrate superior mass activities relative to commer-

cial Pt/C catalysts. Surface dopants of Rh,65 Mo,66 and Ga67 increase the stability

of PtNi octahedra.

Designing nanocatalysts with optimal adsorption energies is increasingly addressed

by linking theory with experiments.1,43,68 Geometric descriptors, such as generalized

coordination numbers,43,50,69 establish the relation between catalyst morphologies

and adsorption energies. For a site i, the generalized coordination number

CN(i) =

ni∑
j=1

cn(j)

cnmax
(1.5)

sums up the coordination cn(j) of the ni nearest neighbors j. The sum over nearest

neighbors is normalized by the bulk atom coordination cnmax, which is cnmax = 12

in the fcc lattice of Pt. Therefore, CN determines finite size effects and local site

structures up to second nearest neighbors around the active sites. Density functional

theory (DFT) calculations have revealed that CN is linearly related to adsorption

energies of all crucial ORR intermediates ∗O2, ∗O, ∗OH, ∗OOH, ∗H2O, and ∗H2O2 on

Pt.43,69 Generalized coordination numbers also capture strain effects on strained Pt

sites, where adsorption energies approximately follow the same coordination trends

as on unstrained Pt catalysts.70,71 A Sabatier analysis, which takes DFT adsorption

energies versus CN into account, shows that sites with 7.5 < CN ≤ 8.3 boost the

activity over Pt(111).43,50 Single sites with high activities over Pt(111) have been

proposed in concave kinks43 and tailored nanostructures.50 How high ratios of active

sites can be incorporated in stable nanostructures is the overall challenge addressed

in this thesis.

Linear descriptors including d-band centers,72–74 extended coordination num-

bers,71,75,76 and binding energies,77,78 have recently aided in the search for active

bimetallic ORR catalysts. In core-shell nanoparticles, the core can be made of more

abundant metals than Pt, but the catalysis is driven on active Pt shells.41,79,80 The

lattice mismatch between core and shell may induce strain and/or ligand effects shift-
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ing adsorption energies of intermediates,42,81–83 which are predominantly controlled

by nanoparticle size, core material, and shell thickness.41,77,80,84–88 Ligand effects

drop rapidly with shell thickness and vanish from the 3rd atomic layer.41,89–91 Strain

effects start decreasing slowly from the 5th atomic layer instead.41,89,91 This has

been experimentally observed on Pt@Cu84 and Pt@Y85 core-shell nanoparticles with

Pt shell thicknesses of 0.6-1.0 nm and 0.7-1.3 nm, respectively. The high mass activ-

ities are rationalized by strain rather than ligand effects.39,84,85,92 Similar high mass

activites as on Pt@Y have been reported on Ti-Au@Pt, where the bimetallic Ti-Au

core increases the stability relative to Au@Pt.80

Theory

Synthesis

Characterization

Tailored

      s
hapes

Nanoparticles

Core-Shells

Data-Driven Design

Figure 1.3: Data-driven design of Pt-based electrocatalysts. Predictive theory proposes op-
timized catalyst designs for synthesis. Synthesized catalysts are characterized experimentally.
Experimental insights improve the predictive theory.

In this thesis, we propose new catalysts by data-driven design (see Figure 1.3),

which show enhanced mass activities toward the ORR. We first present a compu-

tational model, which is based on coordination-activity relations, to predict ORR

activities of Pt catalysts within short computation times. We apply the computa-

tional model on Pt nanoparticles, for which we identify optimal activities near 1, 2,

and 3 nm in size toward smallest size distribution. The computationally proposed 1

nm sized nanoparticles are synthesized in a metal organic framework.

Furthermore, we tailor nanocatalyst shapes toward highest activity using activity

predictions from our computational model. Stability criteria are taken into account.

Tailored nanocatalyst shapes are created by the Superformula, which yields a variety

of nanoshapes depending on numerical parameters.

To investigate core-shell nanoparticles, we propose a machine learning approach

for strain prediction, which facilitates screening the vast core-shell design space. Based
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on machine learning predictions of strain, we apply the computational model to fore-

cast mass activities of core-shell nanoparticles. Nanoparticle sizes, which yield optimal

mass activities, are proposed for Pt shells on various core metals. Furthermore, we

rationalize how strain effects can enhance ORR activities.
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2 Methods

2.1 Strained generalized coordination numbers

Compressive and tensile strain effectively increase and decrease the coordination

around one atom. This effect is described by the strained coordination70

cn∗(j) =

cn(j)∑
k=1

ann(j)

|rj − rk|
, (2.1)

which weights the bulk interatomic distance ann(j) with respect to the distance be-

tween atomic positions rj of atom j and atoms k for all nearest neighbors, which are

cn(j) in total. Therefore, the strained coordination can be interpreted as weighted

nearest neighbor counting. The bulk interatomic distances are given by

ann(j) ≈



0.2892 nm , if j is Ag atom

0.2885 nm , if j is Au atom

0.2772 nm , if j is Pt atom

0.2751 nm , if j is Pd atom

0.2553 nm , if j is Cu atom

0.2489 nm , if j is Ni atom .

(2.2)

The strained coordination determines site-specific strain70

1− cn∗(j)

cn(j)
(2.3)

for any site j. Mean strain

1

Ntot

Ntot∑
j=1

[
1− cn∗(j)

cn(j)

]
, (2.4)

is the average site-specific strain over all Ntot atoms of the nanoparticle. Similar

to CN in Eq. 1.5, the sum over strained coordinations determines the strained

generalized coordination number

CN
∗
(i) =

1

cnmax

cn(i)∑
j=1

cn∗(j) . (2.5)

On unstrained Pt catalysts, the interatomic distances reduce to the bulk nearest

neighbor distance |rj − rk| = ann(j), so that cn∗ and CN
∗

are described by their
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unstrained equivalents70

cn∗(j)∣∣|rj−rk|=ann(j)
= cn(j) (2.6)

and

CN
∗
(i)∣∣|rj−rk|=ann(j)

= CN(i) =
1

cnmax

cn(i)∑
j=1

cn(j) . (2.7)

On extended surfaces, the coordination cn describes adsorption energies appropri-

ately.93,94 However, adsorption energies on nanoparticles remain out of scope because

of finite size effects.95,96 In contrast, CN captures local site structures up to the sec-

ond nearest neighbor sphere around active sites, so that CN describe adsorption

energies on various unstrained8,43,50,69,97–100 and strained70,71 extended surfaces and

nanoparticles. It is important to note that adsorption energies of ∗OH and ∗OOH on

strained Pt sites follow approximately the same trend in CN
∗

as on unstrained Pt

sites.70

In Figure 2.1, the determination of CN is exemplified for one selected site. The

selected site (highlighted in yellow) has ten nearest neighbors with coordination 6, 7,

9, or 12. Therefore, the selected site has

CN =
10∑
j=1

cn(j)

12
=

2× 6 + 7 + 2× 9 + 5× 12

12
= 8.08 . (2.8)

Since local site structures with 7.5 < CN ≤ 8.3 have enhanced activity over Pt(111),43,50

the selected site is active for the ORR.

9 9

66

7

12

12 12

12 12

10

Figure 2.1: Determination of CN on nanoparticles. The selected site (highlighted in yellow
and enclosed by red circle) has 10 nearest neighbor sites (colored in red). Numbers indicate
the atomic coordination. Adapted with permission from Ref. 101. Copyright 2019 Wiley.
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2.2 Generation of Pure Platinum and Platinum Core-Shell Nanoparticles

The generation of spherical nanoparticles, which are used for computational activity

predictions, is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A sphere is created for each nanoparticles,

where the diameter of the sphere corresponds to the nanoparticle diameter. The

shape of the sphere is cut out from the fcc Pt bulk. All atoms, whose atomic centers

are enclosed by the sphere, belong to the nanoparticle. Therefore, upon very small

changes in the diameter of the sphere, the resulting nanoparticle may be identical.

For instance, diameters of 2.87 nm and 2.88 nm result in the same nanoparticle. A

larger diameter of 2.89 nm generates a different nanoparticle instead.

In core-shell nanoparticles, the core contains all atoms within radius dcore/2 around

the nanoparticle center (see Figure 2.2e). The definition

dcore = 2
[
max(ri)− aPt

nn(nlayer − 0.02)
]

(2.9)

yields 2-3 monolayer Pt shells for nlayer = 2 and 3-4 monolayer Pt shells for nlayer = 3.

Given that ri is the distance between atom i and the nanoparticle center, max(ri) is

the nanoparticle size with respect to the atom farthest away from the nanoparticle

center. The Pt bulk interatomic distance reads aPt
nn ≈ 0.2772 in Eq. 2.2.

2.88 nm

Nanoparticle
diameter

2.88 nm

Nanoparticle
diameter

All atomic centers 
are enclosed by the sphere

Sphere(a) Spherical Nanoparticle(c)

Cross section of (c)(d)

Cutting the Pt bulk(b)

Building the core(e) Core-shell Nanoparticle(f)

dcore

(cross section view)

Pt
Pt

Pt
 Core Pt@ Core Pt@

Figure 2.2: Generation of pure Pt nanoparticles (a)-(c) and Pt core-shell nanoparticles (a)-
(f) with cores of fcc metals Ag, Au, Pd, Cu, or Ni. Adapted with permission from Ref. 102.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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2.3 Computational Model for Mass Activity Prediction

This concept is published and reproduced in part with permission from Ref. 103,

J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2018, 9 (15), 4463–4468. Copyright 2018 American Chemical

Society.

Progress in the search for promising new catalysts is limited by costly synthesis on the

experimental side and expensive computational approaches solely based on density

functional theory (DFT) on the theory side.104 In this section, we combine theoreti-

cal and experimental results to derive a computational model, which calculates ORR

activities on Pt electrocatalysts within short computation times.

Previous experiments on extended Pt surfaces and Pt alloys have shown that

weakening the ∗OH adsorption energy by ∼ 0.1-0.15 eV with respect to Pt(111) re-

sults in up to 8-fold enhanced activities.41 Experimentally, ∗OH adsorption energies

are determined by integrated cyclic voltammograms.41,43

Furthermore, on the atomic scale, ∗OH adsorption energies are linearly related

with CN .43,69 The evaluation of CN and DFT-derived ∗OH adsorption energies

(relative to OH in gas phase) on various sites reveals their linear relation

∆EOH = 0.1916 CN − 3.8673 (2.10)

Figure 2.3: DFT-derived ∗OH adsorption energies (relative to OH in gas phase) versus CN
on diversely coordinated sites at various catalyst shapes and sizes; including tetrahedrons
(green), cuboctahedrons (magenta), truncated octahedrons (yellow, cyan, purple, brown),
extended surfaces (orange), and cavities (blue). The adsorption energy dependence on CN is
described by the linear function provided in the inset. The gray area covers ±2MAE around
the linear fit, which contains 75% of the calculated data points. Adapted with permission
from Ref. 103. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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in Figure 2.3.

In addition, experimentally measured activities versus ∗OH adsorption energies,

which are given relatively to Pt(111), are provided from literature and presented in

Figure 2.4. Using the linear relation in Eq. 2.10, we map the experimental ∗OH

adsorption energies from Figure 2.4a onto site-specific

CN =
∆EOH −∆E

Pt(111)
OH

0.1916
+ CNPt(111) (2.11)

in Figure 2.4b, where CNPt(111) = 7.5 renormalizes the scale appropriately. The

volcano-shaped activity trend

Avolc(CN) =

A1(CN), if CN ≤ CNpeak

A2(CN), if CN > CNpeak

(2.12)
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A2(CN) = exp[ 4.96CN+ 42.18]
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A1
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MAE= 1.1, MAX= 4.57

(a) Experiments (b) Computational

DFT

Model

Figure 2.4: (a) Relative experimental activities of various Pt stepped surfaces (forming
terrace widths of length n) and Pt alloy fcc(111) single-crystals are plotted vs experimen-
tal ∗OH binding energies: (black open squares) Pt stepped surfaces; (green open squares)
Pt3Ni stepped surfaces; (red open squares) Pt3Co stepped surfaces; (red up-pointing train-
gle) Cu/Pt(111) NSAs with full and partial (1/3 ML, 1/2 ML, 2/3 ML) surface Cu content;
(full green down-pointing triangle) Pt3Ni(111) NSA; (open green down-pointing triangle)
bulk Pt3Ni(111); (blue star) one monolayer of Pt on Pd(111); (blue plus) monolayer of Pt on
annealed Pd3Fe(111) electrode with one segregated Pd layer; (open blue octahedron) three
monolayers of Pt on Pd(111); (blue x) bulk Pt3Co(111). Pt stepped surfaces, which are
highlighted by underlined terrace widths of length n = 3, n = 4, n = 7, are taken from Ref.
50. Remaining data is taken from Ref. 41 and sources therein. The catalytic activities are
measured at 0.9 V vs RHE in 0.1 M HCLO4. (b) The linear scaling relation in Figure 2.3
maps the experimental binding energy in (a) onto CN . Linear regression data of the increas-
ing and decreasing activity functions A1 and A2, respectively, are provided in the inset. The
gray area covering ±2MAE around the linear fit contains 92% of the calculated data points.
Adapted with permission from Ref. 103. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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is captured by fit functions A1 and A2, which feature a peak in activity at CNpeak.

The activity follows an exponential trend with respect to CN . Hence, the fit functions

are increasing and decreasing exponential functions yielding

A1(CN) = exp(3.14 CN − 23.40) ,

A2(CN) = exp(−4.96 CN + 42.18) ,
(2.13)

as provided in the inset of Figure 2.4b. The activity trend agrees well with the above-

discussed Sabatier analysis,43 where enhanced activities over Pt(111) are determined

for sites with 7.5 < CN ≤ 8.3. The activity peak at CNpeak = 8.1 corresponds to

∆EOH − ∆E
Pt(111)
OH ≈ 0.115eV , which boosts the Pt(111) activity by a factor of

Avolc(8.1) ≈ 7.65.

Beyond the peak at larger CN in Figure 2.4, the activity trend is widely dis-

persed. At small CN , sites may be affected by oxygenated species, which block the

catalysis at these centers.105 Thus, activity contributions from sites with CN < 7.5

and CN > 8.3 are neglected in the computational model.

For activity prediction relative to Pt(111), the activity contributions for all nanopar-

ticle atoms are summed up. Therefore, nanoparticle activities are obtained by

jrelNP =

NNP∑
i

Θ
(
CN(i)− 7.5

)
Θ
(
8.3− CN(i)

)
Avolc

(
CN(i)

)
(2.14)

relative to the activity of one site on Pt(111). NNP denotes the total number of

atoms in the nanoparticle and the Heaviside step function Θ(x) yields zero activities

for CN(i) < 7.5 or CN(i) > 8.3 as discussed above. In the remainder of this section,

we extend the model to activity and mass activity prediction in absolute units.

Experimentally, Pt(111) yields jPt(111) = 2 mA/cm2 specific activity.43 The den-

sity of Pt atoms on the Pt(111) surface is given by dPt(111) = 1.503 x 1015 cm−2.

Thus, based on jrelNP above, absolute catalytic activities are calculated by

jNP =
jPt(111)

dPt(111)
jrelNP ≈ 1.331× 10−18 A jrelNP . (2.15)

Using the mass of one Pt atom given by mPt = 195.084 u, catalytic mass activities

are predicted by

jmNP =
jNP

mPtNNP
≈ 4.107 A/mgPt

NNP
jrelNP (2.16)

in absolute units of A/mgPt.
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To assess the accuracy of the computational model, we compare predicted mass

activities with experimental measurements from Perez-Alonso et al.57 for nanoparti-

cles of various sizes (see Figure 2.5). The experimental nanoparticles have sphere-like

shapes,57 which are modeled by spherical nanoparticles (see Figure 2.2). Experimen-

tal size distributions are considered in computational predictions by averaging over

the mass activities of nanoparticles within the experimental size ranges.

The computational mass activity predictions, which are given in absolute units of

A/mgPt, are within the error intervals of the experimental measurements; except

for the smallest diameter at 2 nm where corrosion effects may have degraded the

nanoparticle structure in the experiment.57 Thus, the computational model provides

mass activity predictions in precise agreement with experiments.

2 4 6 8 10 12
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0.8

1.0

Computational model
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Nanoparticle structure
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2.9 nm

Active sites

2 nm

Spherical Nanoparticles
(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Computational predictions of mass activities (green dots) compared to
experimental mass activities from Perez-Alonso et al.57 (red dots) for nanoparticles of various
sizes. Vertical error bars for computational mass activities represent the standard error of
the mean. Size distributions employed in the computational model correspond to those in
the experimental study. (b) Nanoparticles with 2 nm and 2.9 nm size as employed for the
computational predictions. Active sites are highlighted in yellow. Adapted with permission
from Ref. 103. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

The computational model can be extended to mass activity predictions on strained

Pt sites, which we introduce in Ref. 102. For unstrained sites, eq 2.7 states that

CN = CN
∗
. Because ∗OH adsorption energies on strained Pt sites approximately

follow the same linear trend in CN
∗

as on unstrained Pt sites,70 CN
∗

can be used

(instead of CN) in the activity-volcano in Figure 2.4b to capture strain effects.
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2.4 Tailoring Nanocatalyst Shapes by the Superformula and

Particle Swarm Optimization

This concept is published and reproduced in part with permission from Ref. 98,

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1 (8), 2901-2909. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry

(RSC).

On the experimental side, synthesis and characterization of several thousand nanocat-

alysts is expensive and costly in time. Thus, effective computational screenings of

nanostructures can provide prospective electrocatalysts for synthesis. Nonetheless,

computational mass activity prediction within feasible computation times is demand-

ing. The concept of CN provides seminal knowledge of active local site structures,

but it does not disclose how high ratios of active sites can be incorporated in stable

nanostructures with high mass activities.

Herein, we propose a theoretical framework to screen and optimize Pt nanocat-

alysts toward highest mass activity at controllable size distribution and decent me-

chanical stability (see Figure 2.6). Gielis’ Superformula106 comprises a continuous

parameter space to generate various kinds of shapes. We introduce a generalization

of the Superformula in three dimensions107,108 to create a wide variety of continu-

ous and symmetric shapes, because symmetries are expected to facilitate synthesis of

tailored nanocatalysts.109 The shapes are filled with Pt atoms, but low-coordinated

sites with cn < 6 are avoided to account for decent stability under ORR conditions.

This constraint is rationalized by the observation, that Pt mesostructures with min-

imal coordination around cn = 6 have improved stability over ETEK commercial

Pt/C catalysts in experiments.55 Resulting nanostructures are evaluated in terms of

mass activity using the above-discussed computational model. The nanostructures

are carefully optimized toward highest mass activity by Penalty Attractive and Re-

pulsive Particle Swarm Optimization (PARPSO)110 in several hundred iterative steps.

Fill Pt Atoms

active
site

Activity Predictions

3D Superformula
8 - 14 Parameters Optimization

Figure 2.6: Optimizing nanocatalyst shapes toward highest activity. Superformula gener-
ated nanoshapes are filled with Pt atoms, but low-coordinated sites with cn < 6 are avoided.
Resulting nanostructures are evaluated upon activity using the computational model. The
nanostructures are optimized toward highest activity by Particle Swarm Optimization.
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Superformula in three dimensions

A three-dimensional version of the Superformula has been used to for nanophotonic108

and dielectric107 materials. We generalize this Superformula in three dimensions, so

that the Superformula shapes fulfill C3 or C4 rotational symmetries with respect to

the z-axis. Around the x- and y-axes, all Superformula shapes are C2 symmetric. We

propose two distinct Superformula types, which are derived from spherical coordinates

and cylindrical coordinates, respectively. Nanostructures, which are created from the

Superformula of cylindrical type, can feature active local site structures at concave

kinks yielding superior mass activities.

The generalized Superformula in three dimensions derived from spherical coordinates

is given by

x = η r1(Φr(Φ) + Φ0) cos(Φ) r2(Θ) cos(Θ)

y = η r1(Φr(Φ) + Φ0) sin(Φ) r2(Θ) cos(Θ)

z = η r2(Θ) sin(Θ) ,

(2.17)

where

r1(Φ) =
[∣∣cos(m

(Φ)

4 Φ)

a(Φ)

∣∣n(Φ)
2 +

∣∣sin(m
(Φ)

4 Φ)

b(Φ)

∣∣n(Φ)
3

]−1/n
(Φ)
1

r2(Θ) =
[∣∣cos(m

(Θ)

4 Θ)

a(Θ)

∣∣n(Θ)
2 +

∣∣sin(m
(Θ)

4 Θ)

b(Θ)

∣∣n(Θ)
3

]−1/n
(Θ)
1

.

(2.18)

14 parameters span the Superformula in eq 2.17. Six of them, that are m(Φ), n
(Φ)
1 ,n

(Φ)
2 ,

n
(Φ)
3 , a(Φ), b(Φ) are associated with the azimuthal angle Φ. Further six paramters,

namely m(Θ), n
(Θ)
1 ,n

(Θ)
2 , n

(Θ)
3 , a(Θ), b(Θ), are related to the altitude angle Θ. The 13th

parameter η determines the size of the shape. The three dimensional space is spanned

by the angular variables Φ ∈ [−π, π] and Θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. The 14th parameter Φ0

controls the selected section of the Φ domain, which is discussed below.

The functions

Φr(Φ) =


|Φ| − 2π/3 , if |Φ| ≥ 2π/3

2π/3− |Φ| , if |Φ| < 2π/3 ∧ |Φ| ≥ π/3

|Φ| , if |Φ| < π/3

(2.19)

for C3 symmetry and

Φr(Φ) =



π − |Φ| , if |Φ| ≥ 3π/4

|Φ| − π/2 , if |Φ| < 3π/4 ∧ |Φ| ≥ π/2

π/2− |Φ| , if |Φ| < π/2 ∧ |Φ| ≥ 1π/4

|Φ| , if |Φ| < π/4

(2.20)
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for C4 symmetry map the full domain of the variable Φ ∈ [−π, π] onto the subset

Φr(Φ) ∈ [0, c], so that c = π/3 for C3 symmetry and c = π/4 for C4 symmetry. The

choice of the parameter Φ0 in range of [0, π], which is included in eq 2.17, allows

to select any section of the full domain Φ ∈ [−π, π] of the Superformula shape.

The choice of the identity function Φr(Φ) = Φ and Φ0 = 0 reduces the generalized

Superformula in eq 2.17 to the less symmetric Superformula in three dimensions,

which is applied in Refs.107,108

Moreover, the Superformula derived from cylindrical coordinates is given by

x = η r1(Φ) cos(Φ)

y = η r1(Φ) sin(Φ)

z = z

(2.21)

The cylindrical Superformula is spanned by 8 parameters in total.

Particle swarm optimization

Nanostructures are optimized toward highest mass activity by Penalty Attractive and

Repulsive Particle Swarm Optimization (PARPSO).110 The optimization algorithm

includes four overall steps, which are illustrated in Figure 2.6:

1. N = 50 Superformula shapes are initialized randomly. Each shape j is associ-

ated with a set xk
j of 14 or 8 parameters depending on the type of Superformula.

k denote the iterative step.

2. Each Superformula shape is filled with Pt atoms, but low-coordinated sites with

cn < 6 are avoided.

3. Mass activities of all N = 50 nanostructures are predicted by the computational

model.

4. The Superformula parameters of all N = 50 nanoparticle ensembles are opti-

mized toward highest mass activity by PARPSO. Besides random fluctuations,

PARPSO considers information about previously evaluated mass activities to

update parameter sets toward highest mass activity. Subsequently, the al-

gorithm continues with step 2, unless the maximum iteration steps kmax are

reached.

Optimizations are performed iteratively with kmax = 604 to kmax = 800 maximum

steps. This takes only few days of computation time using multiprocessing in Python.
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Three tradeoffs are considered during nanostructure optimization in step 4:

• Each parameter set xk
j is optimized with respect to the best parameters pkbest,j in

the history of the parameter set j and the overall best parameters gkbest observed

in the history out of all parameter sets.

• The variable dk, which takes either 1 or −1, trades off the search near pkbest,j
against gkbest. Upon dk, the search may be driven toward inverse direction.

• The penalty factor w2 repulses each parameter set from the worst parameters

gkworst observed in the history out of all parameter set.

In each iterative step k, parameter sets are updated as xk+1
j = xk

j + V k+1
j with

V k+1
j =wk

1V
k
j + dk+1

[
c1r

k
1(pkbest,j − xk

j ) + c2r
k
2(gkbest − xk

j )
]

− wk
2c3r

k
3(gkworst − xk

j ) .
(2.22)

The variable dk+1 is given by

dk+1 =


−1 , if dk > 0 and dkdiversity < dlow

1 , if dk < 0 and dkdiversity > dhigh

dk, otherwise .

(2.23)

The diversity function

dkdiversity = 1/N

N∑
j=1

dkdiv,j (2.24)

with

dkdiv,j =

0 , if |pkbest,j − xk
j | < |gkbest − xk

j |

1 , otherwise
(2.25)

trades off the search near pkbest,j against gkbest. Thus, if most parameter sets are close

to pkbest,j (gkbest), the diversity dkdiversity will take values near zero (one), which may

drive the search toward inverse direction in eq 2.22. To this end, the thresholds

dlow = 0.4 and dhigh = 0.6 yield appropriate tradeoffs.

The penalty factor wk
2 is given by

wk
2 =

min
([
|gkworst − xk

1|, |gkworst − xk
2|, ..., |gkworst − xk

N |
])

|gkworst − xk
j |

, (2.26)
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which pushes parameter sets away from the worst observed parameters. The prefactor

wk
1 = w1,max − (w1max − w1min)

k − 1

kmax − 1
(2.27)

decelerates the search velocities upon increasing iterative steps from k = 1 to k = kmax,

where w1max = 0.9 and w1min = 0.1. Three uniformly distributed random numbers

r1, r2, and r3 are considered in each iterative step in range of [0, 1[. The three overall

constants are chosen as c1 = 2, c2 = 2, and c3 = 0.4.

Thus, computational screenings are strongly aligned to most active nanocatalysts

with respect to mass, but nanostructures with somewhat lower than optimum mass

activity are also taken into account.

2.5 Machine Learning Prediction of Strain

This concept is published and reproduced in part with permission from Ref. 102,

J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2020, 11 (5), 1773-1780. Copyright 2020 American Chemical

Society.

In core-shell nanoparticles, cheaper and more abundant metals than Pt can be used

in the core, but the catalysis is driven on active Pt shells (see Figure 2.7). The lattice

mismatch between core metal and Pt shell induces strain, which changes adsorption

energies of reaction intermediates on the nanoparticle surface. Therefore, optimal

strain degrees can shift adsorption energies toward enhanced activities, which is pre-

dominantly controlled by nanoparticle size, core material, and shell thickness. Thus,

strain engineering on core-shell nanoparticles enables a promising vast design space

for the ORR, though effective computational screenings are demanding.77,78,86,87

Herein, to facilitate screening the vast core-shell design space, we propose a machine

Strain?

Lattice Mismatch

AuPt@ AgPt@ PdPt@ CuPt@ NiPt@

Figure 2.7: Relative lattice mismatches in core-shell nanoparticles between Pt shell and
fcc core metals. Strains for various nanoparticle sizes are predicted by the herein proposed
machine learning approach.
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learning approach for strain prediction on core-shell nanoparticles with site-specific

precision. More specifically, the machine learning models predict the strained coor-

dination cn∗ (see eq 2.1), from which site-specific strain in eq 2.3 can be calculated.

We examine fcc core metals Ni, Cu, Pd, Au, and Ag on Pt shell thicknesses of 2-3

and 3-4 monolayers, for which ligand effects are shown to be negligible and activity

enhancements are mainly attributed to strain effects.39,84,85,89–92 Machine learning

models are trained and tested on nanoparticles, which are structure optimized toward

the minimum energy by effective medium theory (EMT).111 Based on machine learn-

ing predicted cn∗, we determine CN
∗

and extend the above-discussed computational

model to activity forecasts of strained Pt nanocatalysts. Thus, for activity screenings

of core-shell nanoparticles, broad ranges of sizes can be evaluated by machine learn-

ing, where only few nanoparticles are structure optimized for training.

Kernel Ridge Regression

We use Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel

from the Scikit-learn112 module in Python. KRR corresponds to a least square fit with

an increasing penalty toward larger fitting coefficients w = (w1, w2, ..., wN )T .113,114

The KRR minimizes the penalized sum of squares

argmin
w∈RM

[
||Xw − y||22 + α||w||22

]
. (2.28)

We defineX = (xi,j) as the (N×M)-dimensional matrix of the inputs, which includes

M features for N data points, and y = (y1, y2, ..., yN )T are the outputs.

The solution of w, which minimizes the argument in eq 2.28, is found to be

w = (XTX + αIM )−1XTy = XT (XXT + αIN )−1y , (2.29)

where IN is the identity matrix of N -dimensions. The identity from linear algebra

(P−1 +BTR−1B)−1BTR−1 = PBT (BPBT +R)−1 , (2.30)

is used in the second step. The function Φ : RM 7→ H maps the features onto the

Kernel space, which is a Hilbert space, with a Kernel function K : RM × RM 7→ R.

In Kernel space X 7→ Φ(X), eq 2.29 reads

w = Φ(X)T
(
Φ(X)Φ(X)T + αIN

)−1
y

= Φ(X)T
(
K + αIN

)−1
y

= Φ(X)Tβ

=
∑
i

βi Φ(Xi) ,

(2.31)
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where the index i denotes the i-th row. K = Φ(X)Φ(X)T is the Gram matrix (also

called Kernel matrix). This Gram matrix is positive definite and therefore invertible.

To predict the output y′ of a new data point with features x′ = (x′1, ..., x
′
M ), Φ(x′) is

projected onto the solution as

y′ = w Φ(x′) =
∑
i

βi Φ(Xi) Φ(x′) , (2.32)

where K(Xi,x
′) = Φ(Xi)Φ(x′) is the kernel function. Therefore, instead of explicitly

mapping into feature space using Φ, the kernel function can be employed. This is

known as dual representation.113 Thus, the computation time is independent of the

number of features M . The RBF kernel function (also called Gaussian kernel) from

the Scikit-learn112 module reads

K(Xi,x
′) = exp

(
− γ ||Xi − x′||22

)
. (2.33)

In this work, we use the penalty prefactor α = 10−5 and the default value of γ = 1/M

for all machine learning predictions. We have M = 22 features.

Machine Learning Features

Feature Abbreviation

coordination number cn(i)

generalized coordination number CN(i)

partial distribution function PDF (i, r)

distance to alloy atoms dalloy(i)

interatomic distance from Vegard’s law dveg(i)

Table 2.1: Geometrical machine learning features
evaluated for atom i and radius r.

To predict strained coordinations cn∗ on core-shell nanoparticle atoms, we combine

KRR machine learning with the geometric features in Table 2.1. The features are

fast and cheap to calculate. Features are determined with site-specific precision for

each nanoparticle atom i. All features are evaluated on non-structure optimized

core-shell nanoparticles, where the atomic positions are equivalent to the positions in

non-structure optimized pure Pt nanoparticles as shown in Figure 2.2. The features

create a link between the nanoparticle shape and bimetallic configuration:

• cn(i) in eq 2.6 and CN(i) in eq 2.7 describe the local-site structure, but without

consideration of the bimetallic configuration.
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• The partial distribution function for one atom i

PDF (i, r) =
[ 1

aPt
nn

∑Ntot
j 6=i Θ(r − |ri − rj |)

Ntot∑
j 6=i

Θ
(
r − |ri − rj |

)
ann(j)

]
− 1

(2.34)

sums up the bulk interatomic distance ann(j) (normalized by the Pt bulk inter-

atomic distance aPt
nn) for all atoms j, which are enclosed within radius r around

the atom i. Bulk interatomic distances are provided in eq 2.2. Ntot denotes the

total number of nanoparticle atoms. Thus, the PDF captures the deviation

between the bimetallic core-shell configuration and the atomic configuration in

pure Pt nanoparticles. Variations of the PDF have been previously applied to

examine nanostructures115 with KRR machine learning.116–119

We use PDF (i, r) for 18 different radii between 0.33-5.05 nm, which are given

by

r(n) = n aPt
nn + (aPt

sn − aPt
nn)/2 (2.35)

for integer n = 1, 2, . . . , 18 and Pt bulk second nearest neighbor distance aptsn ≈
0.392 nm. The sum over ann(j) in eq 2.34 is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Sum over ann(j) 
             of each atom 

                     within radii:

1r 2r 3r 4r 5r 6r, , , , , ,..., 18r

Figure 2.8: The PDF (i, r) sums up bulk interatomic distances
ann(j) for any atom j, which is located within radius r = r1, .., r18
around atom i.

• dalloy(i) is defined as mean distance from atom i to all neighbored alloy atoms

up to the second nearest alloy atom.

• dveg(i) provides an estimate for the interatomic distance based on Vegard’s law.

For atom i, we iteratively compute

ds+1
veg (i) =

dsveg(i) +
∑ni

j dsveg(j)

1 + ni

in iterative steps s with initial condition ds=0
veg (i) = ann(i). Atom j is nearest
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neighbor of i, which are ni nearest neighbors in total. If the criterion

∣∣∣ds+1
veg (i)− dsveg(i)

ds+1
veg

∣∣∣ ≤ 0.001

for small changes is reached, the iteration will be terminated.

Effective Medium Theory

Effective medium theory (EMT)111 describes the total energy for systems of the six

fcc metals Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, Cu, Ni and their alloys. In EMT, the total energy is

described by the energy of the perfect fcc crystal plus the energy difference between the

perfect fcc crystal and the real crystal structure. The total energy is then calculated

using potentials fitted to 7 parameters per fcc metal, which are determined by self-

consistent calculations and experiments. We use the EMT implementation in the

ASAP calculator from the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE).120

Machine Learning Accuracy

We exemplify machine learning accuracies of cn∗ predictions on core-shell nanopar-

ticles with 2-3 monolayer Pt shell thickness. The machine learning model is trained

on nanoparticle sizes between 1.6-5.4 nm in 0.2 nm size intervals (see Figure 2.9),

which are structure optimized toward the minimal energy structure by EMT and the

quasi-Newton method. Interjacent sizes from 1.7-5.3 nm are employed for testing.

EMTTraining ML EMTTesting

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
Diameter of Nanoparticle (nm)

Figure 2.9: Nanoparticle sizes employed for training (green), for testing (red), and for
machine learning predictions of strain. The size scale is truncated at 2.86 nm. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 102. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

We first train and test the machine learning model for each core metal separately.

Training sets comprise each 2nd atom of the nanoparticles from training sets. For

testing, we employ each atom of the nanoparticles from testing sets. Figure 2.10

shows that the mean relative error (MRE) decreases toward smaller lattice mismatch

between Pt shell and core metal. Lattice mismatches decrease in the order Ni > Cu

> Ag > Au > Pd (see Figure 2.7), so that the MREs decrease as 1.54% (Ni), 0.63 %

(Cu), 0.15% (Ag, Au), and 0.07% (Pd).

For cross predictions, we train the machine learning model on each 5th atom

of nanoparticles of 4 core metals. We then predict cn∗ on atoms of nanoparticles

with the remaining core metal. For instance, for cn∗ cross prediction on PtAg, the
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Figure 2.10: Machine learning accuracies of cn∗ prediction trained for each core metal sepa-
rately. cn∗ predicted from machine learning (ML) is shown versus cn∗ calculated by effective
medium theory (EMT). Mean absolute error (MAE), maximum absolute error (MAX), mean
relative error (MRE), and maximum relative error (XRE) determined on the testing set are
provided in the insets. Size scale is truncated at 2.86 nm. Adapted with permission from Ref.
102. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

machine learning model is trained on PtAu, PtPd, PtCu, and PtNi. Therefore, our

cross predictions can be considered as cross validation. It is demonstrated in Figure

2.11 that the cross predictions have similar accuracies as the predictions within same

core metals presented in Figure 2.10. Thus, the cross predictions confirm that our

trained machine learning models are not overfitted.

c
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L
)

Pt@Ag Pt@Cu

c
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* 
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)

Thin Shell (Cross-Predictions)

Pt@Ni

c
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L
)

cn* (EMT) cn* (EMT) cn* (EMT)

Figure 2.11: Cross prediction accuracies between cn∗ predicted by machine learning (ML)
predicted and calculated byeffective medium theory (EMT). Adapted with permission from
Ref. 102. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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3 Publications

3.1 Oxygen Reduction Reaction: Rapid Prediction of Mass Activity of

Unstrained Nanostructured Platinum Electrocatalysts

Published by M. Rück, A. Bandarenka, F. Calle-Vallejo, and A. Gagliardi in

J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2018, 9 (15), 4463–4468. DOI:10.1021/acs.jpclett.8b01864

In this study, we build a computational model to predict mass activities on pure Pt

electrocatalysts for the ORR in absolute units of A mg−1
Pt . Experimental data from

literature demonstrate a volcano-shaped activity trend between ∗OH adsorption ener-

gies and ORR activities. Theoretical DFT studies show that ∗OH adsorption energies

are linearly related with the generalized coordination number CN . We capitalize on

both relations to link the experimental ORR activities with CN . Therefore, mass

activities for the ORR can be predicted upon nanoparticle geometries described by

CN . This realizes feasible computation times in comparison to theoretical predic-

tions solely based on DFT. Furthermore, the rapid activity predictions allow for the

consideration of nanoparticle size distributions, which requires activity predictions

for all nanoparticles within the respective size ranges.

The prediction accuracy of the computational model was tested on two experi-

mental datasets involving nanoparticles of various sizes. Mass activity predictions

reproduce the experimental activity trends. With respect to absolute units, the two
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Figure 3.1: Predicted mass activities for the ORR on spherical nanoparticles, which depend
on the nanoparticle diameter and the nanoparticle diameter distribution. Experimental data
(black dots) from Ref. 57 are included. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 103. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society.
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experiments differ significantly by 1 order of magnitude. However, precise quantita-

tive agreement in absolute units has been established between the predictions from

the computational model and one experimental dataset from Perez-Alonso et al.57

Beyond thitherto available experiments, this study provides predictions of highly

active nanoparticles (see Figure 3.1). The promising nanoparticles with highest activ-

ities are predicted at nanoparticle sizes near 1, 2, 3 nm toward small size distributions

around 0.1 nm and below. Furthermore, it is important to note that mass activities

become increasingly sensitive to small changes in the nanoparticle structure toward

small nanoparticle sizes. In contrast, toward larger sizes, the structure sensitivity

decreases and therefore, broadening the size distributions keeps the mass activities

on similar levels.

Individual contributions:

I substantially contributed to the ideas and implementations of the computational

model and its application in this study. I identified and considered the high impor-

tance of nanoparticle size distributions to predict mass activities in close agreement

with experiments. I translated the computational predictions into synthesis guidelines

by designing and implementing the computational model approriately. I authored

the manuscript considering the broad expertise on catalysis modeling, synthesis, and

characterization provided by the co-authors.
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3.2 Optimizing the Size of Platinum Nanoparticles for Enhanced Oxygen

Electro-Reduction Mass Activity

Published by B. Garlyyev(1), K. Kratzl(1), M. Rück(1), J. Michalička, J. Fichtner,

J. Macak, T. Kratky, S. Günther, M. Cokoja, A.S. Bandarenka, A. Gagliardi, and

R.A. Fischer in Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2019, 58 (28), 9596-9600.

DOI:10.1002/anie.201904492
(1) First authors

In this work, we doubled the commercial activity of ORR catalysts by leveraging

computational design in catalyst synthesis. We employ the computational model (pre-

sented in the previous publication above) to identify nanoparticle sizes with optimal

mass activities. By computational screening, highest mass activities of 2.3 A mg−1
Pt

are predicted for single nanoparticles at 1.1, 2.07, and 2.87 nm sizes (see Figure 3.2).

To compare the mass activities with experimental results, we take size distributions
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Figure 3.2: Mass activities predicted by the computational model. Optimal nanoparticles
(blue triangles) are identified at diameters of 1.1 nm, 2.07 nm, and 2.87 nm. Three less active
nanoparticles (green hexagons) are exemplified at 1.5 nm, 2.5 nm, and 3 nm. The red and
blue curves show predicted mass activities for nanoparticles with 0.1 nm and 0.17 nm size
distribution, respectively. Adapted with permission from Ref. 101. Copyright 2019 Wiley.
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into account. For the optimal nanoparticles, small size distributions of 0.1 nm reduce

their superior mass activities to around 1.25 A mg−1
Pt at 1.1 nm and 1.7 A mg−1

Pt at

2.07 and 2.87 nm. Moreover, the slightly larger size distribution of 0.17 nm, which

has been experimentally realized in this study, yields 0.99 A mg−1
Pt for the 1.1 nm

sized nanoparticles.

Following the computational predictions, we accomplished synthesis of 1.1±0.17

nm sized Pt nanoparticles using a metal-organic framework. The synthesized nanopar-

ticles have measured mass activities of 0.87±0.14 A mg−1
Pt , which coincide with the

computational predictions (0.99 A mg−1
Pt ) with respect to the error intervals. Activity

measurements of 1500 cycles are performed to examine stabilities. Similar stabilities

have been observed for the 1.1 nm sized nanoparticles compared to Tanaka commer-

cial Pt/C electrocatalysts.

To sum up, we synthesized 1.1 nm nanoparticle catalysts by computational de-

sign, which have twice the mass activity and comparable stability of commercial Pt/C

catalysts (0.42 A mg−1
Pt ).

Individual contributions:

The broad scientific scope of this work has been realized by interdisciplinary collabora-

tion between Alessio Gagliardi and I (catalyst modeling), Kathrin Kratzl and Roland

A. Fischer (catalyst synthesis), Batyr Garlyyev and Aliaksandr Bandarenka (catalyst

characterization), and further crucial experimental contributions by the co-authors.

I substantially contributed to the ideas and implementations of the computational

predictions with regard to their deployment in nanoparticle synthesis. I identified

the nanoparticles with optimal activity by computational screenings, provided the

associated catalyst designs, and presented the computational results graphically. I

authored the computational part of the manuscript as well as parts of the abstract,

introduction, and conclusion.
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3.3 Fast Identification of Optimal Pure Platinum Nanoparticle Shapes

and Sizes for Efficient Oxygen Electroreduction

Published by M. Rück, A. Bandarenka, F. Calle-Vallejo, and A. Gagliardi in Fast

Identification of Optimal Pure Platinum Nanoparticle Shapes and Sizes for Efficient

Oxygen Electroreduction, Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1 (8), 2901-2909.

DOI:10.1039/c9na00252a

Herein, we propose tailored electrocatalysts with superior mass activities beyond

spherical nanoparticle shapes. Electrocatalyst shapes are constructed by the Super-

formula,106 which provides a parametrization for a wide variety of different nanoshapes.

More specifically, we propose a generalization of the Superformula in three spatial di-

mensions to create nanoshapes with C3 or C4 symmetries, because symmetries are

expected to facilitate synthesis of tailored nanocatalysts. The nanostructured electro-

catalysts are built by filling the nanoshapes with Pt atoms from the fcc bulk geometry,

but low-coordinated sites with cn < 6 are avoided to account for high stability under

ORR conditions. We employ the computational model (presented in the previous

publication above) to predict mass activities upon the nanostructure. The electro-

catalyst shapes and sizes are optimized toward highest activity by Penalty Attractive

and Repulsive Particle Swarm Optimization (PARPSO)110 in several hundred itera-
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tive steps.

The tailored electrocatalysts have predicted mass activities of up to 4.28 A mg−1
Pt

(see Figure 3.3), which corresponds to 7.8-fold enhancement over Tanaka commercial

Pt/C catalysts.49 Such high activities originate from numerous active sites tailored

at concave kinks of the nanostructure, where local-site structures are close to the

volcano-shaped activity peak at generalized coordination CN = 8.1. Furthermore,

we investigate how mass activities change upon the electrocatalyst size. Upon small

size changes, the most active nanostructure retains high mass activities above 3.4 A

mg−1
Pt .

In sum, the high predicted mass activities from this study show that Pt electrocat-

alysts have great potential to reduce the Pt loading in PEM fuel cells. The chemical

synthesis guidelines, which are derived from the size effect studies in this thesis, may

foster and support experimental works on pure Pt electrocatalysts.

Individual contributions:

I substantially contributed to the ideas and implementations of the computational

electrocatalyst screenings in this study. I combined the Superformula with Particle

Swarm Optimization and linked them with our computational model to enable ef-

fective electrocatalyst optimization toward highest ORR activities. I authored the

manuscript considering insightful prospects and viewpoints on catalysis modeling,

synthesis, and characterization provided by the co-authors.
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3.4 Oxygen Reduction Activities of Strained Platinum Core-Shell Elec-

trocatalysts Predicted by Machine Learning

Published by M. Rück, B. Garlyyev, F. Mayr, A.S. Bandarenka, and A. Gagliardi in

J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2020, 11 (5), 1773-1780. DOI:10.1021/acs.jpclett.0c00214

Herein, we propose core-shell nanocatalysts with optimal mass activities, which are

largely controlled by bimetallic composition, shell thickness, and nanoparticle size.

We present a machine learning framework to predict strains with site-specific pre-

cision, which are induced by the different lattice constants between core metal and

Pt shell. Based on predicted strains, we determine strained generalized coordination

numbers CN
∗

to enable mass activity forecasts by our computational model. We

investigate fcc core metals Ni, Cu, Pd, Au, and Ag with Pt shell thicknesses of 2-3

and 3-4 monolayers, for which ligand effects are demonstrated to be negligible and

the activity enhancements are mainly attributed to strain effects.39,84,85,89–92 Mass

activities predicted by the computational model are shown to be in good agreement

with previous experiments on 5±1 nm sized Pt@Au nanoparticles (see Figure 3.4).80

Our predictions show that optimal strain degrees, which enhance mass activities,
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depend on the nanoparticle size. More precisely, different strain degrees can shift

atomic coordinations either closer to the volcano-shaped activity peak at CN
∗

= 8.1

or further away from the peak.

Core metals Cu and Ni have smaller lattice constants than Pt, for which highest

mass activities of 2.2 A mg−1
Pt are predicted for large compressive strain at 1.94 nm

size toward small 0.1 nm size distribution. Core metals with larger lattice constant

such as Ag and Au induce similar high mass activities by weaker compressive strains

at 2.88 nm with small 0.1 nm size distribution. In contrast, Pd cores have small

lattice mismatches versus Pt shells, which lead to high mass activities both at 1.94

nm and 2.88 nm size. Thus, we proposed core-shell nanoparticles with various metal

compositions, which are up to 4 times more active than Tanaka commercial Pt/C

electrocatalysts with 0.55 A mg−1
Pt .

49

Individual contributions:

I substantially contributed to the ideas and implementations of the data analytics

approaches in this study. I linked Kernel Ridge Regression with novel features, which

capture bimetallic core-shell geometries, to develop effective machine learning models

for strain predictions. I integrated machine learning predictions in our computational

model to forecast mass activities within short computation times. I authored the

manuscript considering valuable aspects and insights provided by the co-authors.
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4 Cross-Article Discussion and Conclusions

Electrocatalysis technologies including Power-To-X and PEM fuel cells can help shape

the sustainable energy future.1 Therein, PEM fuel cells are electrochemical devices

to provide manifold stationary and portable power solutions. However, one key fac-

tor limiting their widespread commercialization are high costs for large Pt loadings,

which are required to catalyze the sluggish ORR at the fuel cell cathode. Thus, new

ORR catalysts with enhanced mass activities can help reduce Pt loadings and drive

PEM fuel cell technologies.

In this thesis, we capitalize on data-driven design to propose new Pt catalysts with

enhanced mass activities toward the ORR. We combine DFT results with experimen-

tal data on Pt-based ORR catalysts to build a computational model, which predicts

ORR activities upon nanostructure geometries. This realizes reduced computation

times and the consideration of size distributions in comparison to theoretical pre-

dictions solely based on DFT. The predicted mass activities from the computational

model are in good agreement with the experimental measurements from Perez-Alonso

et al.57 for various nanoparticle sizes. Beyond thitherto available experiments, we

predict optimal mass activities at 1.1, 2.07, and 2.87 nm size toward small size dis-

tribution near 0.1 nm.

In interdisciplinary collaborations, we accomplished synthesis of the proposed

1.1 nm sized Pt nanoparticles using a ZIF-8 metal-organic framework.121 Their

mass activities of 0.87±0.14 A mg−1
Pt coincide with the computational predictions

(0.99 A mg−1
Pt ). The catalysts show similar stabilities relative to commercial Pt/C.

Thus, we synthesized 1.1 nm sized Pt nanoparticles by computational design, which

double the mass activity at comparable stability of current commercial Pt/C electro-

catalysts.

The oberserved theoretical limit, that pure Pt nanocatalysts with sphere-like

shapes are limited to ca 2 A mg−1
Pt in mass activity,103 substantiates the high de-

mand for shape and size engineering toward further enhanced mass activities. We

presented a computational framework for high-throughput screenings to tailor elec-

trocatalyst shapes and sizes toward highest mass activities. The generalization of

the Superfomula provides symmetric nanoshapes, which generate a wide variety of

nanostructures. The nanostructures were optimized toward the highest predicted

mass activities by Particle Swarm Optimization. The optimized electrocatalysts yield

predicted mass activities of up to 4.28 A mg−1
Pt , which corresponds to 7.8-fold enhance-

ment over Tanaka commercial Pt/C catalysts. The high activities are attributed to

numerous active sites, which are arranged in a side-by-side formation at concave kinks

of the nanostructure. The chemical synthesis guidelines provided in this thesis may

foster and support upcoming experimental works on tailored electrocatalysts. The
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nanostructing of superior active sites in cavities43 and at concavities50,83,97,122 is part

of ongoing theoretical and experimental catalyst research.

In core-shell nanoparticles, the catalysis takes place on active Pt shells, but

cheaper and more abundant metals at the core limit the precious Pt loading. We

presented a machine learning framework for strain prediction on core-shell nanopar-

ticles. The machine learning models link KRR with novel features, which capture the

bimetallic core-shell geometries. One crucial feature is the PDF , which we adapt to

describe the deviation between the bimetallic core-shell configuration and the atomic

configuration in pure Pt nanoparticles. Variations of the PDF have been previously

applied in KRR machine learning to predict nanostructure properties.116–119

Based on machine learning predicted strains, we determine strained generalized

coordination numbers CN
∗

to enable mass activity forecasts by our computational

model. The predicted mass activities are in good agreement with previous experi-

ments on 5±1 nm sized Pt@Au nanoparticles from Hu et al..80

We demonstrate that optimal strain degrees, which enhance mass activities, de-

pend on the nanoparticle size. Large compressive strains on Pt@Cu and Pt@Ni result

in optimal mass activities of up to 2.2 A mg−1
Pt at 1.94 nm nanoparticle size toward

small size distribution around 0.1 nm. Weaker compressive strains on Pt@Ag and

Pt@Au induce similar high mass activities at 2.83 nm with small 0.1 nm size distri-

bution. Thus, we propose core-shell nanoparticles with various metal compositions,

which are up to 4 times more active than Tanaka commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts

with 0.55 A mg−1
Pt mass activity.49
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5 Perspectives

The computational approaches presented in this thesis have not only rendered impor-

tant contributions to the development of recent new catalysts, but they may also help

shape new catalyst technologies in future studies. The peak of the activity-volcano

derived in this thesis shows that site-specific activities toward the ORR are limited

to the maximum increase of 8-fold activity relative to Pt(111).103 However, the ac-

tivity peak may be shifted upwards by breaking the scaling relations between the

adsorption energies of ORR intermediates. This is increasingly attracting broad in-

terest in catalyst research.123–126 Though it might not be a straightforward task, the

computational model for mass activity prediction may be adapted to broken scaling

relations. It is important to note in this context that predicting mass activities for

the ORR in absolute units within feasible computation times, which is achieved by

the computational model, is still unique in catalyst literature.

Nanostructured electroctalysts with tailored shapes and sizes have been proposed

in this thesis to yield superior mass activities toward the ORR. On the experimen-

tal side, Pt-alloy nanocatalysts with stellated shapes109 and pure Pt nanocatalysts

with concave surface shapes122 have recently been proposed for the ORR. The stel-

lated shapes109 and the concave surface shapes122 are similar to the ORR active

shapes tailored in this thesis.98 The precision in nanostructure synthesis on the

sub-nanometer scale has been rapidly advancing during the past two decades.68,127

Therefore, prospects in electrocatalyst synthesis with tailored shapes and sizes, which

are proposed in this thesis, will likely increase during the next years.

Finding new material compositions for ORR core-shell nanoparticles has recently

been addressed in many experimental and theory studies. Pt core-shell nanoparticles,

which include core metals other than fcc, such as Pt@Y85 and Pt@Ti87 are promising

candidates for high ORR activities. Bimetallic Ti-Au cores on Pt shells have been

experimentally shown to improve the mass activity and stability of Pt@Au.80 Further

bimetallic alloy cores in core-shell nanoparticles such as Pt@Pt-Co,128 Pt@Pd-Au,77

and Pt-Cu@Pd-Cu88 have been proposed to yield high ORR activities. The machine

learning framework, which is presented in this thesis, may help explore new and more

complex core-shell compounds in future studies, for which computational predictions

solely based on DFT are expensive and costly in time.
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